We have studied the electronic structure of bulk single crystals and epitaxial films of magnetite Fe3O4. Fe 2p core-level spectra show clear differences between hard x-ray (HAX-) and soft x-ray (SX-) photoemission spectroscopy (PES), indicative of surface effects. The bulk-sensitive spectra exhibit temperature (T )-dependent charge excitations across the Verwey transition at TV =122 K, which is missing in the surface-sensitive spectra. An extended impurity Anderson model full-multiplet analysis reveals roles of the three distinct Fe-species (A-Fe 3+ , B-Fe 2+ , B-Fe 3+ ) below TV for the Fe 2p spectra, and its T −dependent evolution. The Fe 2p HAXPES spectra show a clear magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) in the metallic phase of magnetized 100-nm-thick films. The model calculations also reproduce the MCD and identify the magnetically distinct sites associated with the charge excitations. Valence band HAXPES shows finite density of states at EF for the polaronic metal with remnant order above TV , and a clear gap formation below TV . The results indicate that the Verwey transition is driven by changes in the strongly correlated and magnetically active B-Fe
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and B-Fe 3+ electronic states, consistent with resistivity and bulk-sensitive optical spectra. In spite of an extensive research of nearly 80 years, [1, 2] the microscopic description of the metal-insulator (MI) transition in magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) remains one of the most important open problems in strongly correlated electron systems. Magnetite is a classic mixed-valence oxide which undergoes a first order MI phase transition on cooling below T V ∼120 K, at which the electrical resistivity abruptly increases by 2 orders of magnitude. [3] Simultaneously, the inverse spinel crystal structure changes from cubic to monoclinic symmetry. Verwey et al. [3, 4] interpreted this MI transition as a charge ordering of the Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ states on the B-site. However, the original Verwey model was later refuted by several experiments [5, 6] . Recent structural studies [7, 8] combined with a bond-valence-sum analysis of high resolution neutron and x-ray powder diffraction data have indicated a small charge disproportionation of only ∼0.3e between B-site Fe cations with 2+ and 3+ formal valency, i.e. Fe +2.6−δ and Fe +2.6+δ with δ∼0.15.
On the theoretical front, recent studies have emphasized the role of orbital order and multiferroicity accompanying the charge-ordering Verwey transition. [9, 10] And while the role of on-site Coulomb correlations as well as long-range Coulomb correlations have been invoked, their relation with the experimental electronic structure is still not conclusive. Thus, despite intensive investigations, fundamental questions about the Verwey transition such as the origin of the charge-orbital ordering, the role of disorder and residual entropy, [8, 11] the precise mechanism of electronic charge transport and the accurate microscopic interaction driving the MI transition are still debated. While enormous progress was achieved in resolving the low-T monoclinic structure of magnetite [7, 12] , the superstructure associated with the charge ordering was identified only recently as a trimeron consisting of t 2g minority spin electrons delocalized over three B-Fe sites: a donor Fe 2+ and two neighboring acceptor Fe 3+ in the formal valency picture. [8] Further, using time-resolved soft x-ray diffraction and optical reflectivity, it was shown that the trimerons become mobile across the MI transition in two steps process. [13] From the spectroscopic viewpoint, two major fundamental questions about the electronic states remain unresolved. The first question concerns the peak assignment of the Fe 2p core-level SX-photoemission spectroscopy (PES) [14, 15] and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) in Fe L 2,3 absorption edge. [16] It is well known that Fe 2p SX-PES and XMCD spectra of Fe 3 O 4 exhibit typical spectral shapes, which are frequently used as fingerprints of magnetite. These spectra have been often interpreted in terms of three distinct clusters for the Fe cations (A-Fe 3+ , B-Fe 2+ , B-Fe 3+ ), with the total spectrum being a sum of three distinct spectra with the stoichiometric ratio 1:1:1 for the different Fe sites. However, this model has been applied even to the high-T metallic phase, where all B-site Fe cations are crystallographically equivalent. Recent resonant x-ray scattering measurements, however, have questioned this ionic model. [6, 17] Thus, all B-site Fe cations should be considered equivalent in the metallic phase. Another controversial question concerns the electronic nature of the high-T phase. In a valence band (VB) PES study, it was found a gap of 70 meV opening below T V in the occupied density of states. [18] This matches nicely with half the total gap of 140 meV observed below T V in optical spectroscopy. [19] The authors also found a finite spectral weight at E F above T V and concluded on a metallic state with remnant order. [18] In contrast, Park et al. reported a change in the gap just below and above T V , but the gap was still finite above T V . [20] The authors accordingly concluded that the Verwey transition was an insulator to semiconductor phase transition. Recent PES studies also suggested that the Verwey transition is a small polaron insulatorsemiconductor phase transition, [21, 22] although clear phonon side band features have never been observed experimentally. This has resulted into two different interpretations of the Verwey transition as an "insulatormetal" or "insulator-semiconductor" transition.
In this study, we have critically investigated the Fe 2p core-level and VB electronic states near E F and answer the two fundamental issues described above. By employing bulk-sensitive HAXPES, we show that Fe 2p core level spectra of Fe 3 O 4 exhibit new bulk character electronic state which shows T -dependence, but is strongly suppressed in surface-sensitive spectra. The new feature is magnetically active as seen in MCD-HAXPES and the Fe 2p core level spectra measured from epitaxial Fe 3 O 4 magnetized films. Comparison with the calculated MCD shows that it originates in the B-site 3d electrons associated with the trimerons. We also observe a weak spectral weight transfer but over a large energy scale(∼2 eV > 10 times the gap energy of 90 meV) and a finite density of states at E F in the high-T phase, indicative of strong correlations and a metallic state, respectively.
High quality single crystals of Fe 3 O 4 were synthesized by the floating zone method. The single crystals were annealed at around 1200
• C in an atmosphere of controlled mixture of CO and CO 2 in order to homogenize the composition of the specimen with different stoichiometry and to release internal strain [23, 24] . The 100-nmthick Fe 3 O 4 films were fabricated by a pulsed laser deposition technique on a MgO(100) substrate. See [25] [26] [27] for the details. HAXPES measurements for the single crystal Fe 3 O 4 were performed in a vacuum of 1×10 −10 Torr at undulator beam line BL29XU, SPring-8 using a Scienta R4000-10kV electron analyzer. [28, 29] The total energy resolution, ∆E was set to ∼170 meV. SX-PES was performed at BL17SU, with ∆E ∼200 meV. All PES measurements were done under normal emission geometry to maximize the depth sensitivity. A single crystal of Fe 3 O 4 was fractured in situ and sample temperature was controlled to ±2K during measurements. The MCD-HAXPES experiments for 100-nm-thick films were performed at the undulator beamline BL15XU [30] of SPring-8 using the circularly polarized x-rays from the helical undulator. Photon energy was set to 5.95 keV, and the degree of circular polarization was estimated to be 0.75. [31] The magnetization direction was parallel to the sample surface. The MCD-HAXPES measurements of Fe 3 O 4 in a remanent state were performed at room temperature. Total energy resolution was set to 240 meV. The Fermi level of gold was measured to calibrate the energy scale. First, we present experimental Fe 2p HAXPES and SX-PES spectra of single crystal Fe 3 O 4 at 110 K obtained with photon energies of hν=7.94 keV and 1.0 keV in Fig. 1(a) and (b) . The core-level spectra were normalized at the feature "α". The SX-PES spectrum agrees well with reported results [14, 15] and shows a weak shoulder at 708.5 eV, which is conventionally assigned to the Fe 2+ ions. In comparison, the spectral weight of the lower binding energy peak labeled "β" in the main line is found to be strongly enhanced in the bulk sensitive HAXPES spectrum. Its energy position is the same as that of the weak shoulder observed in SX-PES. Furthermore, the presence of the broad low binding energy satellite labeled "γ" at 707 eV is also clearly seen. The strong enhancement of the β feature and observation of the γ feature indicate the importance of the HAXPES measurements. The β and γ features show a weak but observable T -dependence across the Verwey transition as shown in Fig. 1(c) . These new features cannot be interpreted in the usual cluster model with three distinct species for the cation (A-Fe 3+ , B-Fe 2+ , B-Fe 3+ ) because the observed enhancement of the feature β indicates the spectral weight contribution of the B-Fe 2+ must be increased by a factor of two, if the conventional cluster model assignment is true.
In order to address the origin of the observed behavior, we used a impurity Anderson model (AIM) with full multiplets and include a coherent state to describe the spectra. This model is well-established and was successfully used to study the HAXPES spectra for various materials. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Details of the model have been described in previous work. [33] [34] [35] 38] Let us first consider the high-T metal phase, where all B-sites are equivalent. Thus in the calculation, tetrahedral FeO 4 , and octahedral FeO 6 clusters with trigonal distortion corresponding to the A-site and B-site were used, respectively. In octahedral FeO 6 clusters with D 3d local symmetry for B-site, we used, as basis states, six configurations:
7 L 2 , 3d 6 C, 3d 7 C 2 , and 3d 7 CL. The 3d 6 C represents the charge transfer between Fe 3d and the coherent state at E F , labeled C. An effective coupling parameter V * , for describing the interaction strength between the Fe 3d and coherent state is introduced, analogous to the Fe 3d-O 2p hybridization V . For tetrahedral FeO 4 clusters in A-site, three configurations (3d 5 , 3d 6 L, and 3d 7 L 2 ) were used. The parameter values for both A-and B-site clusters are summarized in the supplementary text [31] . The total spectrum was obtained by making a superposition of the calculated spectra from the above two clusters in The calculated spectrum for the metal phase is shown in Fig. 2(a) together with the experimental 300 K spectrum. To clarify the peak assignment, the A-site and B-site components are also shown in Fig 2(a) . The agreement is remarkable and the experimental features are reproduced well by the calculation over the whole energy range. The sharp peak "β" at lower binding energy originates from the B-site Fe atoms and the feature α is a mixture of A-site and B-site components. The screening effect from the coherent state near E F leads to the formation of the low energy weak and broad satellite "γ".
Next, we consider the low-T insulating phase spectrum. Since XRD studies indicate the existence of charge ordering, two types of parameter sets (i.e. Fe 2+ -like and Fe 3+ -like) were used for the B-sites. [31] As we show later, the spectral change of the intensity near E F is very small. Thus we needed to use finite values of V * even for the insulating phase, indicating the remnant of the coherent state near E F in insulating phase. The total calculated spectrum is obtained by a linear combination of the three component spectra with a relative weight of 1:1:1, respectively [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Again, the agreement with experiment is remarkable and our calculations nicely reproduce the observed T -dependence as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
Further support to our interpretation can be obtained from independent MCD-HAXPES experiments of 100-nm-thick Fe 3 O 4 films using circularly polarized light, which enable us to obtain clear evidence of the B-site contribution in the main line. Figure 3(a) shows Fe 2p HAXPES spectra of 100-nm-thick film Fe 3 O 4 . The Fe 2p spectra were measured for the magnetization parallel and antiparallel to the photon helicity, where +/− signs refer to antiparallel/parallel alignments. Figure 3(a) clearly shows that the HAXPES I − spectra is very similar to the single crystal HAXPES spectra in Fig. 1 and the feature β exhibits strong MCD. The observed MCD behavior is well-reproduced by calculated MCD signal using the same parameter set as for the metallic phase. Since the B-site magnetic moment is aligned antiparallel to the A-site moment, the observed MCD and T -dependence allows a complete characterization of the magnetically active states by comparing with the calculated spectral components. In Fig. 3(b) , we show the polarization components of A-and B-site spectra. As we mentioned before, the main peak of Fe 2p 3/2 HAXPES spectrum consists of A-and B-site spectra, in which each spectrum has a spin polarization due to an exchange interaction between 2p core hole spin and 3d spins. In the B-site spectrum, the lower binding energy peak at 708.5 eV is mainly composed by the parallel spin component of (Fe2p, Fe3d)=(↓, ⇓) as seen in the top panel of Fig. 3(b) . For the A-site spectrum also, the lower binding energy is composed of the parallel spin components (↑, ⇑) (see second panel of Fig. 3(b) ). The resultant I + spectrum of A-site (↑, ⇑) and B-site (↓, ⇓) show a main peak at 710 eV and a shoulder at 708.5 eV (see third panel of Fig. 3(b) ). On the other hand, the resultant I + spectrum of A-site (↓, ⇑) and B-site (↑, ⇓) has a double peak structure seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 3(b) . It should be further noted that the HAXPES spectra of thinner 10-nm-thick films did not show a clear low binding energy feature β in the previous report, [39] but a very weak MCD signal consistent with the present study. This indicates the importance of HAXPES for bulk-sensitive measurements as well thickness dependence for the intrinsic electronic structure of Fe 3 O 4 and resolves the debate regarding the core level assignments. In retrospect, it is clear that the controversies discussed in the literature concerning the interpretation of the core-level SX-PES, x-ray absorption and XMCD stems from these issues.
In the following, we will focus on the VB energy region with HAXPES. The T -dependent VB HAXPES spectra near E F of single crystal Fe 3 O 4 are shown in Fig. 4(a) . The VB consists of the dominantly Fe 3d band with two features; the minority spin t 2g band near E F (0−1.2 eV binding energy) and a broader feature between 1.2−2.5 eV binding energies. The broad O 2p−Fe 4s bands at still higher energies are not shown, but we have measured it to be consistent with earlier work. [22] The 110 K spectrum shows negligible intensity at E F , indicative of an energy gap of 90 meV. On increasing temperature across the Verwey transition, we see a clear spectral weight transfer from high to lower binding energies within the minority spin t 2g band, indicating a finite DOS at E F at T =150 K, and a slight increase in DOS at T =300 K. The finite DOS at E F could be simulated using a superposition of a simple power law DOS with a constant [31] . We confirmed the slight increase at E F between T =150 K and 300 K. The T -dependence within the minority spin t 2g band is also consistent with the changes seen in the trimerons using XRD, including the changes seen above T V . The T -dependent spectra also show weak spectral changes up to an energy scale of 2.5 eV binding energy, which is more than 10 times the gap energy and suggests the importance of strong electron correlations. The results are consistent with optical spectroscopy results which indicate a weak Drude peak in the metallic phase due to free carriers, albeit indicative of diffusive dynamics, as well as changes over large energy scales ∼2.5−3.0 eV. [19, 40] Furthermore, asymmetry due to electro-hole pair shakeup (the Doniach-Sunjić line shape) is also clearly observed in the O 1s PES for high-T phase, indicating the metallic electronic state (see supplementary text). [31] In conclusion, T -dependent bulk sensitive HAXPES is used to show that Fe 3 O 4 exhibits new bulk character electronic states, which are strongly suppressed within ∼10-nm-thick of the surface. In order to explain the observed T -dependent changes and the MCD signal, we need to go beyond conventional calculations. By using the extended AIM, we can consistently explain the Tdependence and the MCD in the Fe 2p HAXPES spectra. The T -dependence originates in the strongly correlated and magnetically active B-Fe 3d electronic states. The VB spectra show a gap formation at low-T and spectral weight transfer from high to low binding energy side with finite intensity at E F in the high-T phase, confirming the metallic minority spin t 2g electronic states. 
